Serum growth hormone (GH)-binding protein/receptor: an important determinant of GH responsiveness.
Individual growth rates (or responses to GH therapy) and adult heights vary over a wide range. The reasons for this variation are poorly understood. Based on the reciprocal relationship between GH production and serum GH-binding protein/receptor (GH-BP), we hypothesized that genetic growth potential was achieved by a specific combination of GH-BP/receptor and GH production in each individual. To address the question whether GH production regulates GH-BP, or vice versa, we studied GH-deficient children, where one of the parameters, GH exposure, could be controlled through exogenous administration. Forty-three untreated prepubertal GH-deficient children were studied before and after 6 and 12 months of GH replacement therapy (0.18 mg/kg.week). Growth velocity, height, bone age, weight and their respective Z scores, serum GH-BP, and serum insulin-like growth factor I (IGF-I) were measured at each time point. The patients responded with significant increases in serum IGF-I, age-adjusted growth velocity, and height (P < 10(-6) for all). Before therapy, GH-BP correlated directly with chronologic and bone age (P < 10(-4), but not with either growth velocity or IGF-I. In contrast, GH-BP correlated strongly with the response to therapy whether assessed as the incremental change in IGF-I (P < 10(-6)) or as the increase in growth velocity (P approximately 0.003). GH treatment had no consistent effect on GH-BP/receptor levels. These findings support the concept that the GH-BP/receptor endowment is characteristic for an individual and plays a pivotal role in somatic growth. The GH-BP/receptor system and its ontogeny appears relatively independent of regulation by GH. Differences in individual GH-BP/GH receptor complement account for some of the variability in the response to GH, and GH-BP levels may serve as a predictor for the degree of response. The reciprocal relationship between GH production and GH-BP in normal subjects probably results from adjustment of GH secretion to accommodate the prevailing GH-BP/receptor environment.